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“grit and wit… honest
and deeply affecting.”
- the scotsman

what’s it all about?

this is the story of one
man’s life from birth
to death - written and
performed by a woman
e to be reckoned with. Born into
James Joseph Patrick Keogh is a forc
wit, laughter and one ingenious
poverty and madness, he survives on
scheme after another.
day, chasing oblivion or running
But whether it’s sprinting on sports
e. Question is, will he survive it?
away from cops, a fall is sure to com
ed award-winning writer/
Former Coronation Street actor turn
of this remarkable individual in a
performer eve steele channels the life
ny and heartwrenching.
performance that is spectacular, fun
known, loved and wanted to
It’s a celebration of the men she has
punch in the face.

what’s it like for the audience?
piece of solo storytelling written
Life By The Throat is fierce yet tender
er Eve Steele, who is well known
by award-winning writer and perform
and Peak Practice, as well as
for regular roles in Coronation Street
Octagon and many more.
having written for BBC Radio 4, Bolton
tival Fringe in 2016 to rave
The show played at the Edinburgh Fes
authentic portrayal of a man
reviews. It was highly praised for its
caught up in a chaotic life.
al experiences of crime and
The script draws on her own person
of interviews with men in recovery
addiction. She also conducted hours
edge. Eve makes you feel like
to give the show its truthful, realistic
away with it.
you’ve been there yourself – and got
her incredibly skilled and
Eve had rightly been highly praised for
of warmth and humanity. Her lyrical
sensitive performance, which is full
the darkness and makes the grit
and dexterous storytelling lights up
sparkle.

guage and adult themes)

lan
Suitable for ages 14+ (contains strong

is there a trailer?

Yes! Follow this link for an extract from

www.vimeo.com/188429748

the show:

★★★★★

“immediately
exhilarating…
[performer] eve
steele, despite
the fact that she
is the solitary
occupant of the
stage, is a dynamic
tour de force.”
- zani

e show?
what have people said about th
audience responses.
iastic reviews and
The show received universally enthus
:
Here is a selection of what’s been said

twitter responses

i
“life by the throat was the best thing ets
saw at the fringe in 2016… it had buck d
of character, really strong writing an
excellent, heart-breaking, exhilarating
performance. can’t fault it.”
- clare clarkson, studio programmer,

“#lifebythethroat is amazing.
does not offer platitudes
to violence, substances,
offending or love. so moving.”

cast doncaster

★★★★

nt
“we meet protagonist jamie at the momelife
of his birth, and follow him through a
of high rises, abuse, petty crime, major ht
crime, drink, drugs, sex… all of which migur
sound like a one-note, grim -up-north ho
nity
were it not for steele’s sense of huma
and her ability to spotlight moments of
fun, happiness and even extreme joy in
jamie’s life.”
- the scotsman

★★★★★

“gripping… eve steele is phenomenal… ng
the performance is visceral… the writi
is poignant, taut and charged, full of
humanity.”
- three weeks

★★★★★

ir
“the tenderness of james’ story will st ning.”
your soul and moved me to tears… stun
- fringe biscuit #pickofthefringe

★★★★★

“such ferocity and skill… a must see…
a truly entertaining hour of dramatic
pathos.”
- broadway baby

★★★★★

mic

“exhilarating… joyous… steele is a dyna
tour de force.”
- zani

“moving, sometimes
devastating, ultimately full
of love.”
“a powerful, masterfully
performed one woman show.”
“powerful performance from
eve steele… emotional, funny
and sad.”
“a phenomenal piece of theatre,
definitely one of the best
shows i’ve seen so far!”

how was the show developed?
bling under in Eve’s mind for a
The idea for the show has been bub
2016 Edinburgh Festival Fringe
few years and burst out of her for the
LittleMighty to stage the show’s
when Most Wanted teamed up with
venue.
premiere at the prestigious Underbelly
to write the story, Eve set
Once she’d decided now was the time
ues as she could – and she knows
about interviewing as many (ex) rog
a few!
nt of lived experience. Though it
The show has the unmistakable sce
interviews made it into the show
is a fiction, many of the details of the
influenced the events that take
almost verbatim, while others added
d to be a Manchester junkie and
place in the story. Plus Eve herself use
so your purses and wallets are
thief - but she’s cleaned up her act now
safe!
ed at the King’s Arms in
Before Edinburgh the show was preview
up of recovering addicts and
Salford to a full house mostly made
a rapturous reception from this
former prisoners. The show received
the theatre regulars who
“non-theatre” audience, as well as from
squeezed in.
rds: “I laughed and I had tears in
A former armed robber said afterwa
it was me up there on the stage.
my eyes. That was my story. I felt like
t believe it!”
I’ve never seen that before, I couldn’

who is the show for?
agely funny and genuinely
Life By The Throat is very human, sav
moving.
performance from Eve Steele
Its key selling points are the virtuosic
appearances in Coronation
(well known to TV audiences from her
ty, true-to-life script.
Street and Peak Practice), and the grit
theatre-goers (who will enjoy the
It has a wide appeal to both regular
non-regular audiences, who will
level of craft and skill on display) to
erience.
recognise elements of their own exp
t venues in working with rehab
In particular, the company can suppor
are very keen on engaging with
and recovery centres, many of which
t experiences of mobilising these
cultural activities. We have had grea
audiences.
ess networks of NA and AA
These centres can also be used to acc
network of individuals hungry for
meetings, tapping into a wider local
culture as they undergo recovery.
l activist networks, who may
The show can also be targeted at loca
to the social issues discussed in
be interested in the political backdrop
the play.

“life by the throat
is phenomenal.”
– sarah macdonald hughes,
monkeywood theatre

who are most wanted?
atre-making company committed
Most Wanted are a new writing / the
and need to be told. We combine
to telling stories that are fresh, real
sharp dialogue to give a voice to
physical theatre, bags of humanity and
een. We aim to inspire and excite,
the voiceless and a shape to the uns
not afraid to entertain. Get ready
open your eyes and mind and we’re
for a good night out!
Ed Jones. Between us we
The company is led by Eve Steele and
sentences, drug addiction and
have an impressive CV of arrests, jail
re we try to make sense of it all.
psychological disorders. Theatre is whe

writer/performer: eve steele
and actor. As an actor her work
Eve is an award winning playwright
TV Award (for Peak Practice)
has been nominated for Royal Midland
years in Coronation Street (the
and she played Ann Malone for two
s of the programme!).
character who stalked Curly, for fan
the 24:7 theatre festival in
Eve’s first play, Lub You, was part of
of the Festival and Best New
2009 and was nominated for Best Play
Awards, and for both Best
Play in the Equity North West Theatre
in the Manchester Evening News
Fringe Production and Best New Play
Awards.
on attachment at the Octagon
From there Eve became a playwright
missioned Eve to write Should
Theatre, Bolton. In 2011 the theatre com
at the theatre and toured
Love Hurt This Much, which premiered
has written extensively for
schools and community venues. Eve
, Bright Spark, broadcast in
BBC Radio 4, with her most recent play
king on another Octagon Bolton
December 2015. She is currently wor
commission.
inal record by the time she
Eve grew up in Moss Side, had a crim
is now clean and sober with two
was 16, a heroin habit by age 20, and
children and a lot of stories to tell.

director: ed jones
has written extensively for
Ed Jones is a writer and director. He
, The Bill and Holby City, as well
television dramas such as Brookside
Wales. He has also written five
as original series Case Notes for BBC
original plays for Radio 4.
tory of Smack and Crack, has
Ed’s most recent play, A Political His
the prestigious Theatre 503
just been announced as a finalist for
in the award-winning Lub You,
Playwrighting Award. Ed directed Eve
d Up for Bolton Octagon in 2012.
and collaborated with her on Stitche
versity of Bolton.
He currently teaches drama at the Uni

@mostwantedshows
/mostwantedtheatre

how do i book the show for my venue?
ighty, who work with remarkable
Most Wanted is produced by LittleM
. Recent work includes
artists to make brilliant theatre happen
d Back Together (“Fantastic
Unfolding Theatre’s Putting the Ban
hful” - The Guardian) and
– funny, big-hearted, moving and trut
ed with West Yorkshire
Testament’s Blake Remixed, co-produc
hip hop, rap and beatboxing that
Playhouse (“An entertaining fusion of
21st Century” - The Stage). Other
thrusts the Blake mythology into the
Man (“Full of wounded heart,
successes include Move to Stand’s Fat
d” – Lyn Gardner, The Guardian;
this is a show that lingers in the min
rd).
VAULT Festival Pick of the Year Awa
By The Throat to your venue
Life
If you are interested in bringing
to discuss dates and a financial
please get in touch with Dick Bonham
package.

ments?
what about the technical requancire
e of the tour.
e available in adv

Full technical specification will be mad

company

1 performer, with 2 on the road

minimum playing space
3m x 3m

get-in

Minimum 4 hours

get-out

30 minutes following
performance

design wayne gamble

PHOTOGRAPHY matt tullett & ed jones

set

Hazard tape on stage floor marks
out the performance area

sound

PA suitable for venue. Pre-show
and incidental music to be
provided on CD by company.

lighting

Full design available on request.
Pre-rig if available.

e dick@littlemighty.co.uk
t 07956 573 679
www.littlemighty.co.uk
@littlemightyuk

